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Smart ways for electricians to work
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Think back for a moment. Why did you branch out on your own as an electrician? Was it so you could make more

money? Be answerable only to yourself? Have more time with the family? Basically, reap the rewards of your hard

work? 

Are you disappointed when you look at your business bank balance? Does the reward not
match the effort you're putting in? Being your own boss can seem like a brilliant way to
progress as an electrician, but often the reality fails  to live up to expectations.

If you’re honest, how is that working out for you… really? 

We know the challenges electricians face in their business because we work with lots - and talk to lots more. Our

advice has been guided by them, and we know it works because we've already changed the fortunes of our

electrician clients.  

We hope you take at least one thing away from the tailored tips and advice that follow that changes your business -

and your life!

We talk to a lot of electricians – and most of them are struggling to achieve what they set out to. They’re busy, but

they’re not seeing the rewards of their labour, either �nancially or in terms of work/life balance. 

In setting up as a sole trader, they soon realise that they’ve effectively given themselves �ve jobs instead of one. 

Now they are not only an electrician, they are managing sales, marketing, admin and �nance – before they even get

started on the skilled labour. Does this sound familiar? 

If you’re recognising yourself as you read this, you’ll be glad to hear things can change for the better. 

You CAN get paid more and work less. 

By downloading this e-book,  you’ve taken a positive step to making that happen.

So, are you ready to take the steps needed to build a more successful business - and create that future you want?
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Are you so busy working IN your business, that you don't take the time to step back, evaluate,
plan and improve? 

I don’t mean that you don’t need to work hard, but you do need to shift your focus from working hard IN the

business to working hard ON it. 

Going back to the drawing board and spending time working out where you can make impactful changes is the only

way you'll see real bene�ts. 

1. Down tools and work ON your business!
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What does working ON the business mean?  

When should you do this? 

These are all �agging up that things need to change. But, believe it or not, these are really POSITIVE signs! It means

you’re getting to the point where your business can give you all those things you wanted when you started.

When you  your business, you’re caught up with the day-to-day activities of keeping on top of projects. 

When you  your business, you’re improving it and focusing on making it grow and become more pro�table. 

work in

work on

This could mean: 

• Making everything run more smoothly. Implementing processes and procedures to speed up the work�ow. 

• Planning new activity to attract more pro�table work, or bring in work during a quiet period. 

• Finding ways of simplifying what you do, maybe trialling software that will automate some of your work or take

away time-consuming and stressful jobs. 

• Working towards accreditations that can make you more attractive to bigger clients. 

• Building working relationships and partnerships, and driving your sales and marketing. 

When you’re just starting out, you might have to juggle working in and on the business. But there will come a point

where you just can’t do everything. 

As you become busier, something has to give! 

Can you say YES to any of these?

 You're too busy to answer your phone.

You're turning away work because your diary is already full.

 Your quotes are delayed because you haven't got time to put them together.

 You have issues with cash �ow

 Your accounts are getting behind.
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It helps to invest in the right support. 

How do you start? 

This is when you need to re-focus and work on growing your business, and be more ef�cient, so you can do less

yourself and make more money! 
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The rest of this e-book will help you take any or all of these
steps, but �rst you need to know what, exactly, you want to
achieve.

Get someone involved who can offer a fresh perspective on your business. 

A business plan gives you focus. 

   It helps you set goals for your business.

   And it makes you think about what you need to do to achieve them.

   





Think about where you want your business to be in �ve years and work out the steps you need to take to get there.

Those steps could include:

Why spend time on a business plan?

You’re often too close to your business to see where improvements could be made. A fresh pair of eyes can make a

massive difference. 

employing more staff

  winning bigger contracts

outsourcing services such as marketing and admin

  structuring your business.

  



  



This could be a business coach who can help you get the processes in place to make your business run better, or a

proactive accountant who can help you focus on growing your pro�ts. 

Book in a few meetings or calls and see who you gel with, and who can give you the help you need. Then work on a

business plan together. 

Have you ever heard the phrase 'if you fail to plan, then plan to fail'?

Yes, you can plod along without a business plan, but WITH one - you could be unstoppable!
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When we start delving into the ins and outs of their monthly accounts, however (namely what’s coming in and

what’s going out), it’s often the case that they haven’t got a handle on exactly how much their business costs to run.

Getting a grip on your �xed costs (that come out
every month) and your variable costs (that change
depending on the jobs booked in)    will help you
manage cash �ow far better.  

The most crucial issue you will have in running your business is cash �ow. You need to know you are bringing in

enough money to cover ALL of your costs. One of the major errors people in any line of business make, is not

calculating what those outgoing costs are.

How can you work out what you need to bring in, if you’re not quite sure what money is due to come out each

month? If you don’t know what overheads you have to cover, you can’t work out your pricing to ensure your pro�t

can cover them.

• What regular expenditure or operating costs do you have?   

• What will your phone and other bills cost?   

• Are you outsourcing services, like accountancy or admin? When are these costs due?   

• What consumables will you need for the jobs you have planned in?

We hear time and time again from the electricians we deal with – cash �ow is their biggest
bugbear!

2. Take CONTROL of your business COSTS
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Follow these next 5 steps and you will be in a much better
position to start working on that all-important cash �ow.

With that in mind, here’s an exercise we suggest you take time to do sooner rather than later, to help you
stay in control of that irksome expenditure.
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Step 1: Brain-dump  
Write down everything you might need to spend money on throughout the year in your business. Don’t just focus on

the big amounts, consider every expense, no matter how small.

Start by listing EVERYTHING you spend money on in your business onto paper. At this stage, it doesn’t matter how

big or small the cost is, or how frequently or infrequently you spend on it. Just get it down in black and white!  It

might help to get your last 12 months business bank statements in front of you to remember some of the things

you’ve spent money on. 
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Don’t worry if it looks like a long list at this stage. It is essential to

include as much as you can. Don’t be tempted to disregard something

to try and cut costs on paper. The reason behind this is to know, as

close to the penny as possible, what will be going out.

Step 2: Categorise  

 - Costs that include both �xed and variable elements. A common example of semi-variable

costs is overtime wages. While the wages a company pays its regular staff is considered �xed cost, any payment for

overtime work is considered a variable cost, as it increases and decreases with the company's level of production.

SEMI-VARIABLE COSTS

Once you have a list of potential costs, you need to gauge how costs might increase as your output increases.

Decide which costs remain constant and which will change. What will you need more of, for example, if your

workload increases? 

Break your list of costs down into the following categories: 

- Expenses that will remain the same, regardless of the scale of project you're working on or number

of jobs being completed. Examples might be of�ce or factory space, van leasing and insurances, mobile phone

contract etc.

FIXED COSTS 

- Expenses that change depending on the work you’re doing. Variable costs tend to increase when

you’re busy and reduce when your production dips. Examples include costs of raw materials, electricity bills, petrol

etc.

VARIABLE COSTS 

Step 3: Calculate
Once you have your neatly categorised lists of costs, try adding values where you can. Use the last year as a

benchmark. How much did you spend each month, each quarter or each year on these items?  
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Now you know  you’ve spent money on in your
business and  you spent on each item.
This is a great place to be!

what
how much
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There are lots of things to consider here, so we'll go into a little more detail
on this one in just a moment!

First, though, as we've looked at your business expenses - it's
worth considering your business income and how you can get
better at collecting money owed.

Step 5. Make Pro�t!

Step 4. Sift and Sort

Keeping a close eye on expenditure is a really important step in making your business more pro�table. This may

all seem a lot of work - 

  

but it will be worth it when you see extra cash in your account every month!

Now think about:  

• Whether every cost is necessary 

does every cost add value to your business in some way? 

• Whether any can be reduced 

could you get better rates for any of the services, such as your phone contract or utilities? 

• Whether any can be altered to make things easier for you and your cash �ow 

could you spread the cost of expensive items or services, so you don’t suffer a big hit in one month?

Now you’ve got a clear idea of how much you need to cover costs, it’s easier to work out how you can make more

pro�t!

  Very much like home budgeting, it's a really valuable exercise to revisit contracts and see if there are better value

options out there. 



It's also important to think about the value you are getting as well, however. If you're paying more for a service,

make sure you're getting value for money. 
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These next few tradesman’s tips could have an immediate impact in helping improve

cash �ow - and release the stranglehold it has on your business.

Having loads of jobs booked into the diary and being busy in your trades business is all well and good, but if you’re

�nding it tough to get clients to pay – your cash �ow can quickly run dry!  

Keeping on top of cash �ow is crucial to any business, but trades businesses can feel this more keenly as your work

relies on buying in a signi�cant amount of materials to do the job. 

With better processes in place to collect in that all-important cash, however, you can �nd it �ows into your business

much more readily, helping keep you a�oat. 

3. Get clients to PAY UP!
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Set out clear payment terms

Check if they can pay

MAKE SURE IT’S CRYSTAL CLEAR WHEN PAYMENT IS EXPECTED! 

Including clear-cut payment terms when you book in a job will help both you and your customer. The customer will

know they need to have the readies at the ready and you know when that payment should hit your bank account. 

If you’re working with larger businesses, this might involve a bit of negotiation. They might expect a 60-day

agreement from suppliers, for example, but if this is unmanageable from your perspective, make sure this is ironed

out and agreeable terms are reached before the order form is signed. Get it down in black and white that you expect

payment within 14, 30 or 45 days of invoice depending on the agreement made, or even request part-payment up

front. 

If everyone knows where they stand, it should make it more dif�cult to wriggle out of payment when it’s due.

This might not be appropriate for smaller jobs, but if you’ve bagged a big contract worth a good wedge of cash,

there’s something you need to do before breaking out a celebratory beer or two. Check they can pay!

As much as you might want to make this mega sale, if a customer is unable or unlikely to pay on time you have to ask

yourself if it’s worth it. 

Just think of the repercussions for your business if you throw loads of money, time and effort at a job to have

nothing come back. 

 If you’re left in any doubt as to whether you’ll be paid, and paid in a timely manner, you

have to make an informed decision as to whether to proceed. 

Just as a potential client might want to vet their suppliers, it’s perfectly reasonable when large sums are on the line

that you also vet the client!

We would suggest you conduct a credit check as a sensible precaution, or request references from other companies

who have supplied them with services, before entering into a contract.

This should be embedded in any electrician’s sales process – but we often �nd it’s not.  
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It also stops you feeling like you’re chasing for overdue debts so takes away all the
awkwardness.

Make sure all your invoices are clearly set out and above all – accurate. 

Offer a reminder rather than chasing debts

Send out invoices – promptly!

Give your customers no reason to query anything,  Also,

make sure you’re sending it to the right person, department or place!

otherwise you’re giving them a prime excuse to not pay.

Don’t leave it until the due date (or after) to remind clients that their payment is outstanding. 

A friendly reminder a week before the deadline by email or telephone can work wonders.

As soon as a job is completed, �nalise the paperwork and pass the invoice for payment.  

So many electricians put off their invoicing and do a job-lot at the end of the month, but this could mean you’re

waiting unnecessarily for cash to come in. If you complete a job in the �rst week of a month, waiting until the end of

the month to invoice with 30-day terms means you’re effectively offering the client 60 days to pay.

Ensure accuracy

Do you wait until the end of the month to send your invoices? Why?!  

Don’t give a client reason to delay!  

It’s probably not a job you relish, but credit control is a necessary evil when it comes to managing cash �ow. 
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Do you have a procedure, or penalties in place for 
non-payment?

An email could be worded as simply as:  

You should have a procedure in place for payment – sending invoices is the most basic form of this. But what do you

do when a customer persistently fails to pay?  

As with our advice to set clear payment terms, we also suggest you set out in your contract terms and conditions

what will happen if you do not receive payment on time. 

• Will they receive reminder notices? 

• Are extra charges incurred if an invoice is not settled within a set time limit? 

• Will they face legal proceedings? 

Make sure these processes are in place and act on them if necessary.
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But why should you drop your price, I hear you say? 

Everyone likes to save money, and you can use this to your advantage.  

Offer incentives for swift payment 

Offer a discount for payment up-front or early payment of your invoice. You might be surprised how attractive this

can be to a customer! 

Think about a parking ticket – do you pay within 14 days when it’s £60, or wait until it doubles? 

Think of it this way. The bene�ts of a client paying promptly can far outweigh the small loss you make on offering the

reduction. It will also save you the cost and hassle of chasing monies in the long run.
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Do you �nd jobs often leave you out of pocket?  

Ask for 50% payment up front to cover costs followed by the remaining 50% on completion. Or for longer-term

projects, break down the total into a monthly fee for the lifetime of the project, rather than charging one lump sum

at the beginning or the end. 

Paying little and often can help both parties manage the �nancial burden of a high-
value item better.

Being �exible on how people pay can prevent costly delays to seeing the cash in your
account. The easier you make it for them, the better it will be for you.

Do you have to wait for completion?

It might be a time-consuming project, or one that has to be completed in phases. Maybe you’ll need to invest in tools,

resources, materials or even additional labour.

Make it easy to pay

If this is the case, think about creating a payment plan so you don’t have to wait to complete the work before getting

paid. 

You might prefer your customers to pay you a certain way, by bank transfer for example. But does that suit all of

your customers?  

Ask them how they prefer to pay and do what you can to �t in with them. 

Perhaps they don’t like online banking. Perhaps they’re a business with a payment system that isn’t in sync with

yours. 
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Prepare for pinch-points
Do you have months where you’re run off your feet, but then see dips in workload at other times?

Planning how to manage the low-points in terms of cash �ow is vital if you’re going to survive.  

Think about how you can still keep orders coming in during the slower periods. Could you offer a promotion on

certain work, for example? Or, could you diversify what you offer to �ll the gap?  If none of these work for you, you

need to �nd a way of stockpiling the pro�ts in the good times, to see you through the lean.

Now you have more ideas on HOW to get paid - have you thought about how you
can maximise HOW MUCH you get paid?
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This is why the exercise on working out your business costs was so important, so you can work out what needs to be

covered with the money you make from projects. 

4. Price for Pro�t!
   

• Is it led by competitors, making sure you can undercut to ensure you get the work?   

• Is it more value led? Do you offer a better service so give value for money and charge higher prices for superior

workmanship?   

• Do you have different levels of pricing, from budget to premium, depending on the quality or scale of job

required?   

• Do you have a set price list for common works, or do you price on a job-by-job basis?   

• Do you swap and change your pricing policy depending on the customer or project?  

How do you determine the price for your service?

Your pricing should enable you to make over and above this for your business to
remain in pro�t. 

It might seem a given that trades businesses know how to price up a job effectively, but in our experience, it can

often be approached in a bit of a haphazard way. 

There can be merits to all of the above, but if you want to get a handle on the money coming into your business, you

need to make sure  is making you enough pro�t to make it worthwhile. EVERY JOB

There are a number of things to consider to make sure you are pricing for pro�t. Here
are a few.

Covering your costs
Are you making sure you’re taking into account ALL of your costs when pricing a job? 

As well as the materials and labour, you should think about factoring in an amount for the general costs of running

your business such as admin and accounting, tool costs (replacement or maintenance), van maintenance, sales and

marketing activities, of�ce and phone costs etc.

If you’re not doing this, any perceived pro�t you’re making is probably being lost paying for other business expenses.
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Showing how you offer a better service will help your customers appreciate why you are worthy of a

higher price.

Quote for added value  
Customers often don’t just want a job done, they want to know it will be done well and with the least hassle, stress

and mess possible. 

They want an assurance that you offer quality workmanship and don’t just opt for the cheapest materials to keep the

cost down. 

And they want everything to run like clockwork...
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Showing a customer that you have considered all of
this will already help you stand out against
competitors who haven't. 

There's a lot to be said for professionalism in the
electrical industry!

This might all seem obvious to you. If it is, that’s great. It means you’re working with all this in mind already. But are

you charging appropriately for the added value you give in offering all of this? 

When choosing a tradesperson, it’s true that some customers will ALWAYS opt for the cheapest quote, but they’ll

probably regret it in the long run as you get what you pay for – and they’re probably getting less than perfect work. 

Many, however, will actively choose a more expensive quote if they feel they will receive a superior service. 

     Why are you the best person for the job? Do you have quali�cations and accreditations that show you are an

expert in carrying out the works? 

    What proof do you have of your quality workmanship? Do you have a portfolio of case studies or testimonials

you can show customers? 

   What comes ‘as standard’ with your service? Do you include a comprehensive site survey? Do you do any

preparatory work and remove existing �ttings? Do you remove all waste after the job? 

   Do you have a quality management process in place? Do you offer any guarantees of your work? What happens if

the customer isn’t satis�ed with the result – will you put things right at no extra cost? 

   What materials do you use? Do the parts you use come with their own warranty? Do you use a speci�c make or

type because it is more reliable, or safer? 

How do you make things easy for your customer? Can you bring in other contacts to complete any work you

don’t cover? Do you offer a payment plan to spread a big cost? Can you help with any planning requirements? 

So, think about: 
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Make quoting easier and quicker

They offer a free trial period so it’s worth giving it a go and see how you get on.

One of the software solutions we recommend is  Tradify.

Do you know how much time you spend working out your quotes?  

If you’re spending hours of an evening or weekend, leaving it days before getting back to potential customers or

sending them a quote that looks less than professional because you haven’t got time to format it properly, you

probably need to rethink your quoting process.

There are some great software solutions out there, speci�cally set up for trades businesses, that can make this a

much quicker and easier process. 

The bene�ts are not only in getting quotes to customers in a more timely manner, it can help make your pricing more

accurate, more pro�table and the whole process of managing your projects simple and ef�cient. 

It will also create an accurate quote that looks utterly professional that outlines: 

o the job brief 

o how you will ful�l it 

o exactly what is included in your service 

o total cost (with breakdown if appropriate) 

o payment terms 
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How?

Use digital tools to make running your whole business easier!
Do you use software and technology in any areas of your business?

Making your whole business run more ef�ciently goes a long way in helping you make more money!

By simplifying your processes you can:

  Speed up your work, which allows you to...

  Take on more projects, which will....
  Bring in more money, and ultimately....
  Save you time and hassle!

We run webinars and training on the digital tools available - and how to use them - to make your business more

pro�table. Call us on 01902 212937 to �nd out more.
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Our next section sets out tips for tendering for
bigger jobs. 

Choose projects wisely

Having a good idea of which jobs can make you more pro�t will help you chase the work that will bene�t your

business (and you!). 

Would you be better putting more energy into looking for more lucrative projects? 

Knowing what work you want to win is the �rst step to getting more focused on how to �nd it. 

We suggest considering tendering for bigger contracts that will give you sustained work for a longer period. If you

think this is out of your league, think again.

Many of our trades clients when starting with us were caught in the trap of taking any project available, as and when

an enquiry came in. 

They couldn’t understand why they were crazy busy, but the bank balance wasn’t looking any healthier. 

While we understand the draw to want to have a busy order book and �ll your diary with work, our advice is to make

sure you �ll your diary with work that makes you money. 

Are you running yourself ragged doing faffy little jobs that you charge very little for, but are taking lots of time, for

example? Think about not just the time taken to complete the work but the time you’ve taken to survey, quote and

travel to and from the job – have you actually made much from it in the end? 

Some jobs will always be low value and you have to decide if it’s worth your while taking these on. Or at least how

many you’re willing to do alongside more pro�table work. 
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So, why isn’t every trades business chasing these bigger jobs? 

Have you ever wondered why some electricians get the big contracts with local authorities, schools, house builders,

retail or hotel chains etc? 

Whether it’s ongoing planned and preventative maintenance or shorter term large-scale commercial projects, these

big contracts can make a huge difference to your cash �ow and bank balance.   When it comes to bringing in more

pro�t and having a steady stream of work, they can go a long way to helping stabilise your income. 

5. Win bigger contracts
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You’ve never been through a tender process before and don’t
know where to start

Your services are in demand – you just need to work at winning the right kind of business. This is why we’ve put

together our guide to overcoming the six common hurdles to winning big contracts.

The truth is, they rarely land in your lap without a bit of work on your part. 

When we asked our network of , electricians what’s stopping them going for the meaty contracts, the same six

reasons kept raising their head. But, to be honest, none of them need stop you if you want to go for it and transform

your business! 

The number one reason for not going for potentially lucrative contracts is – the tender process. 

What most of these contracts have in common is, you have to �ll in a bit of paperwork and jump through a few

hoops to win them. 

For bigger companies with admin or sales staff who are a dab hand at putting the required information together,

that’s no problem. For someone who’s never entered into a tendering process before, however, it can be pretty

daunting. But, you’ll never get anywhere unless you dip your toe in the water and have a go! 

 Have a gander!

Download a few tender application forms and familiarise yourself with the common questions they ask, the criteria

they set and the information they ask for. Many follow a similar pattern so, once you’ve gathered the information for

one, it’s then not a massive stretch to apply for more. 
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There are plenty of others out there – we suggest you do your
own research and �nd one that suit you.

 www.tendersdirect.co.uk

What are you lacking? 

Once you’ve read through a few, make a note of any issues you think you’ll face. 

Do you have the skills, tools and manpower you need to ful�l the contract? 

     Are they asking for accounts information you don’t have readily available? 

Are there any certi�cates or accreditations they require that you haven’t got? 

  



   

We’ll look at overcoming all of these in a minute! But it pays to know what you think you’re lacking so you have an

idea of what you need to improve. 

Take a course 

Like your trades skills, you have to train to achieve a standard. 

There are lots of online courses that don’t cost the earth that will take you through the tendering process step by

step. Putting in a bit of time and effort to �nd out what the procurement team will be looking for, and how to make

yourself stand out, will give you greater con�dence in completing a tender and the best chance of success. 

Here’s one tendering training course provider you could look at as a starter: 
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You don't know where to look for opportunities

For lower value public sector tenders, this UK government portal was set up to help small and medium sized

businesses win public sector contacts. It now also has some high-value tender opportunities. 

If you have a network of contacts within your industry, it might
be worth considering signing up to a service you can all bene�t
from and sharing the cost between you.

Contracts Finder:  www.gov.uk/contracts-�nder

If you did want to invest in a service that �nds relevant opportunities for you, these are some of the service

providers you can take a look at: 

https://www.supply2govtenders.co.uk/ 

https://contractsadvance.co.uk/ 

Before you can apply, you need to �nd these potential jobs. 

If you google ‘Find Tender Opportunities’ you’ll probably get a list of sponsored ads for paid-for services, offering to

send you daily tender opportunities straight to your inbox. 

Yes, it might save you time, When you’re just starting out, this is the

route we suggest you take. 

but you can �nd tender opportunities for free. 

Public sector tenders have to be advertised in a way that allows any company to �nd them. This is a fairly easy and

free way to check for high-value public sector tenders (OJEU tenders) advertised in the Of�cial Journal of the

European Union and online at Tenders Electronic Daily (TED)

Visit:  http://ted.europa.eu
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You’re just a small company – how can you compete with the big
boys?
This is something that stops many smaller concerns even �lling in the tender application. But that could work in

your favour!  

The government is committed to supporting the growth of SMEs, particularly in the construction sector. In fact, it

pledged to award 33% of public sector contracts by value to SMEs by 2020. 

They recognise they can receive better value for money by awarding contracts to smaller businesses and by doing so

are also supporting local economies. This means those smaller businesses who do step up and have a go, are more

likely to be in the running. 

This should give you con�dence that your tender will be considered on its merits, on how well you can ful�l the job

brief, rather than on how big or small your company is.
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You haven’t got the required credentials
It’s true that there are certain requirements you will need to meet to be considered. 

These generally mean you have to demonstrate you meet industry standards by holding certi�cates and

accreditations. 

This is the most reliable way for employing organisations to know that you, as a company: 

• can work safely on a project 

• have trained and competent staff 

• have a quality management system in place 

• work in an environmentally friendly way 

It will be an issue if you don’t yet possess the required credentials. The only way to address this is to research which

accreditations you need and commit to achieving them. 

It will be time well invested, as this will open you up to a wider pool of opportunities
in general.  
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You don’t have the manpower to ful�l bigger
contracts

If you are a small team, this doesn’t mean you can’t consider creating a bigger project team to ful�l a lucrative

contract.
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Employees vs. Contract Workers

Your accountant can go into this in more depth with you, taking
into consideration your current and projected �nances.

There are a number of ways you could do this.   

• Build a bigger team of employees on a full time or project-based basis   

• Bring in contract workers as and when needed   

• Join forces with another small company and create a partnership for the purposes of ful�lling bigger contracts.  

You will need to work out which avenue works best for you and your business. 

We’ve put together a short video on how to decide between employing staff or bringing in contract workers here.
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You need cash to invest in making this all possible
There has never been a better time to access investment cash for your business. 

Although COVID-19 has caused major disruption in our working lives, it has also opened up borrowing and other

opportunities. 

Loans, tax relief and cash grants are available for small businesses and can offer that investment cash you need to

reach for bigger and better contracts in your business. It suddenly makes all the above possible.

If you’re unsure what you are entitled to, how to access the help
available, or what you can invest in that will be most effective,
your accountant should be on-hand to help with all of this.
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Here at , we specialise in supporting trades businesses to
manage their cash �ow, keep their accounts in order and plan for business growth.

Get Smart Accountants

Call Paul and Emma on 01902 212937.

You can download these and more from the  page of our website.Resources

More Helpful Resources

If you would like to �nd out  how we can support you further in working less hours and making more money - 

 with Get Smart Accountants today!Book a Discovery Call

We have a range of services that will help you achieve the original goals you set out to on launching your electrician

business.

We also have loads more useful resources on our website to help you manage the �nancial side of your business

more ef�ciently, and ultimately make it more pro�table.
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We can help you make sure you're on track for success!

Check out our Smart Track services here. 

        

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL!
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